HOW TO FIND H-INDEX IN SCOPUS?

1. **Access Scopus (Elsevier) and select Author search** (You can also use affiliation, and / or ORCID)
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   - Access Scopus (Elsevier) and select **Author search**. You can also use affiliation, and/or ORCID.
   - Select the right author from the list.

2. **Select the right author from the list.**
   By clicking the author, name you can open Author Details-page (step 3.) to see h-index and other author information.
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   - Select the right author.

**Note!** You have a possibility to request Scopus to merge authors into a single profile if you find yourself in multiple profiles.
3. **Author details and profile actions: h-index.**
   To refine years or exclude self-citations, check “View citation overview” – option.

Note! If you think some of your works are missing (remember database coverage) you can try e.g. title search and use temporary/saved list to create a set of publications for the analysis.
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